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KAKEHASHI Project (United States of America) 

Inbound program for High school students the 4th Slot 

Program Report 

 

 

1. Program Overview 

Under the “KAKEHASHI Project” of Japan’s Friendship Ties Program, 48 high school 

students and their supervisors from the U.S. visited Japan from March 12 to March 19, 2019 

to participate in the program aimed at promoting their understanding of Japan with regard to 

Japanese politics, economy, society, culture, history, and foreign policy. Through the lectures, 

observations and interactions with Japanese high school students and host families, the 

participants enjoyed a wide range of opportunities to improve their understanding of Japan 

and shared their individual interests and experiences on social media. Based on their findings 

and learning in Japan, each group of participants made a presentation in the final session 

and reported on the action plans to be taken after returning to the U.S.  

 

【Participating Countries and Numbers of Participants】 

United States of America: 48 participants  

(Breakdown) 

Group A (23 participants): St. Martin's Episcopal School, Brookhaven Innovation Academy 

(State of Georgia) 

Group B (25 participants): Tupelo Christian Preparatory School (State of Mississippi) 

【Prefectures Visited】 

 Tokyo (All), Wakayama Prefecture (Group A), Kanagawa Prefecture (Group B) 

 

2. Program Schedule  

 Group A Group B 

Mar.12 

(Tue) 

Arrival 

Mar.13 

(Wed) 

【Orientation】 

【Lecture】 Ms. Hisami Andrade, Tokai University 

【Observation】 Asakusa, Sensoji Temple, Nakamise 

【Observation】  

Suginami Animation Museum 

【Observation】  

Edo-Tokyo Museum 

Mar.14 

(Thu) 

Move to Wakayama from Tokyo 

【Observation】 Kao Ecolab Museum 

【Observation】  

Suginami Animation Museum 
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【Lecture on the Region】 

Wakayama Prefecture Government 

【Historical Landmark】 Wakayama Castle 

【Culture Experience】  

Sotoshu Daihonzan Sojiji Temple, 

Meditation 

Mar.15 

(Fri) 

【School Exchange】  

Wakayama Prefectural Hidaka High School 

【Meeting with Host Family】 

【School Exchange】Yokosuka 

Municipal Yokosuka Sogo High 

School 

【Meeting with Host Family】 

Mar.16 

(Sat) 

【Home Stay】 

【Culture Experience】 Dojoji Buddhist Temple 

【Observation】Inamura-no-Hi no Yakata, 

Yuasa Soy Sauce Ltd 

【Historical Landmark】Yuasa town 

【Home Stay】 

Mar.17 

(Sun) 

【Farewell Party with Host Family】 

【Culture Experience】 Race cake making with 

host families 

【Interaction】 Exchange with junior high 

school students in Inami Town 

【Workshop】 

【Farewell Party with Host Family】 

【Workshop】 

Mar.18 

(Mon) 

Move to Kanagawa from Wakayama 【Observation】  

Meiji Jingu Shrine, Harajuku 

【Lecture】 Prof. Akiko Sugawa, Yokohama National University 

【Observation】  

Meiji Jingu Shrine, Harajuku 

【Observation】  National Museum of 

Emerging Science and Innovation  

Mar.19 

(Tue) 

【Reporting Session】 

【Historical Landmark】 Naritasan Shinshoji Temple 

Departure 

 

3. Program Photos 

All groups (Tokyo) 

  

3/13【Lecture】 
3/19【Historical Landmark】 

 Naritasan Shinshoji Temple 
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Group A (Wakayama) 

  

3/14【Historical Landmark】 

Wakayama Castle 

3/15 【 School Exchange 】  Wakayama 

Prefectural Hidaka High School 

  

3/16【Observation】 

Yuasa Soy Sauce Ltd 

3/17【Culture Experience】 Race cake 

making with host families 

 

Group B (Kanagawa) 

  

3/14【Observation】  

Suginami Animation Museum 

3/14【Culture Experience】 Sotoshu 

Daihonzan Sojiji Temple, Meditation 
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3/15【School Exchange】Yokosuka 

Municipal Yokosuka Sogo High School 
3/16【Home Stay】Making cloth sandals 

 

4. Voice from Participants (abstract) 

Group A (Wakayama) 

◆ I thought that the lectures gave a good background on what we would explore and gave 

us a good idea of Japan and everything about it. I liked how everyone at the school worked 

together to really give us the feeling of what a Japanese school is like. I liked the 

resourcefulness of the Kao company and how they used all the resources they have to make 

their products. I was impressed by the scene of community in the homestay and the 

neighbors. Everybody was nice and know each other. I was impressed by the Buddhist priest 

from the Dojoji temples relatability. A person with another religion, culture and age was a very 

relatable and funny person. 

 

◆ I thoroughly enjoyed the lectures. Seeing percentages of the age of citizens and 

landscapes put things into perspective. My love for Japanese culture was deepened through 

anin-depth explanation on Japanese culture. I loved how warm and welcoming the students 

were. Seeing the art room and live drawing was an amazing experience. The Kao factory’s 

approach on eco-friendliness was fascinating and wonderful. The ability to decrease waste 

and wasted energy is necessary in this day in age. I wish I had more time for this. I admired 

how much effort was put into food and making me feel at home. I loved the art activities too.  

I enjoyed the animation museum because I like anime. I found anime history unique. 

 

Group B (Kanagawa) 

◆  In the very beginning of our trip to Japan, we attended a lecture, where we learned 

about a variety of topics pertaining to Japan. I was impressed to hear that despite having 

over 130 million people, most families only have between 1 and 2 children. Although crowded, 

Japan is a very clean place, and it is also relatively safe and free of crime.          

Next, when we visited the Sojiji Temple, I learned how the Japanese people greatly value 

being in a state of peaceful contentment, as the “zazen” practice of silently meditating is 

a major aspect of Buddhism, one of the main Japanese religions. Then, when we visited 
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Yokosuka Sogo High School, I was impressed with how similar, yet also very different, it was 

compared to my own school. Like my high school, the students at YSH wore school uniforms, 

and there were approximately the same number of students in each class. However, YSH 

contains many more clubs and activities, such as Karate, volleyball and a dance club and 

the artwork in the hallways done by the students looks professional. After this week in Japan 

following the Kakehashi program, I have definitely learned about the similarities and 

differences between the American and Japanese cultures, and I will forever value the country 

and culture of Japan and its people. 

 

◆  I read about Japan and studied before I came, but the lecture covered things that I did 

not know. It was very impressive, and I learned many things about Japanese culture and 

know things more in Japan. I really enjoyed learning about the school, and how things work 

in Japan. It was very interesting and fun. The homestay was very fun, but also expanded my 

comfort zone in many ways. It truly opens your eyes to other cultures, and how things live on 

a day to day basis. It was a rare, but very cool experience! The places we visited were very 

interesting. They brought what we have learned in classes to life! It was so cool to experience 

these things in person. 

 

5. Voice from Japanese Students/Schools/Host Families/Organizations (abstract) 

◆ Host family (Group A)  

Even though they have comparatively bigger bodies, we were still able to feel them as 

child-like, in a sense. It feels like the general customs of American children and those of 

Asian children we have taken in so far have been different, but they have all been very 

cute, so that gives us energy. Our grandchildren were also happy to be able to have 

interactions with them through origami and meal. We have been really grateful to come 

across such cute kids. 

 

◆ Host family (Group B) 

They seemed a little nervous on the first day, so they didn’t really have too much to say, 

but on the second night, they really opened up and began to talk. On the second day, by 

planning things like making cloth sandals, walking to the beach, experiencing festival 

music, and wearing yukata, it feels like they got a great chance to interact with local youth 

and just do things that they don’t usually get a chance to do. It was a great experience 

for us. 
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6. Dissemination by the participants 

 

 

(Group A) About Home Stay 

(Instagram) 

Amazing traditional Japanese style 

dinner last night! I can’t wait for tonight. 

(Group B) About Kakehashi project (Instagram) 

Japan is such a beautiful country! Today we 

visited an anime museum, had an authentic 

Japanese meal on a tatami mat, and visited a 

Buddhist monk temple! Thank you JICE for this 

amazing experience! I can’t wait to see what 

happens next!   

 

7. Action Plan Presented by Participants at the Reporting Session 

 

 

Action Plan(Group A) 

We plan to present to our school. 

Promote japan to our friends and family 

Talk about our experiences in the 

upcoming years and continue to build the 

bridge with Japan. 

 (St. Martin's Episcopal School)  

 We are keeping most details of the trip 

hidden from other students for the first 

few weeks to raise interest levels. About 

a week later, we will open up our Japan 

club to the student body so that they can 

come and learn about our trip 

(Brookhaven Innovation Academy) 

Action Plan(Group B) 

In order to enhance people’s understanding 

toward Japan, we are going to share our 

experience with people in our community. All 

the delegate members are going to involve in 

this attempt. We are going to take the 1st action   

on March 31st, when a Cherry Blossom 

Festival will be held in our home town. And then 

we will break into small groups and do separate 

presentations at different locations, like local 

schools, news media and local businesses. At 

the same time, we are planning to create a 

video to publish on social media platforms 

detailing our trip. We are planning to do all the 

activities in 2 months after returning home. 

 


